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The Foundation’s **Compelling Purpose:**

**Fostering Engineering Leadership for the Nation**
What is the Foundation?

- Nonprofit Corporation registered in the District of Columbia
- It is the separate and distinct charitable arm of the Society with its own governance, is responsible for Foundation stewardship and it reports directly to the Society President/Board of Directors
- Article 3: Purpose: The purposes for which the Corporation is organized are: charitable, educational, and scientific purposes within the meaning of Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code including but not limited to support of the educational and scientific purposes of the Society of American Military Engineers --- specifically, to **Foster Engineering Leadership for the Nation**
- Does not have members
- Does have a volunteer Board of Directors
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Why have a Foundation?

• Foster **Engineering Leadership** and **Education** for the Nation

• Serve the **broad objectives** of the Architectural Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry and other professional societies

• Support the overall **strategic goals** of the Society and the Posts

• Attract available **(broadly based)** resources

• Provide an **optional growth repository** for Post Scholarship Funds
How does the Foundation function and what work has been done?

• Small teams based on a broad strategy – outlined by the Foundation By-Laws
  • Clear alignment and distinction of the fiduciary differences between the Society and its Foundation
  • Ensure that the “Compelling Purpose” is correct and deployable
    + Build the dialog and get the word out
  • Understand the competitive market for philanthropic activities
    + Build a specific plan around the market conditions and our niche space in the market
• Build a communications plan to deploy the “need” to the target market
• Begin to generate more broadly based resources
  • Launch an internal pilot campaign
  • Target larger benefactors and organizations that identify with the compelling need
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What can you do to help the Foundation?

• Be knowledgeable and articulate about your Foundation
  • What it is and what it is not!

• Be an advocate for its broad purpose to individuals, corporations and organizations beyond our ranks

• Promote the “Compelling Purpose” – help identify the needy

• Volunteer to help the committees with their tasks – Foundation Board membership is not required to do this

• Stay current on the affairs of the Foundation – website monthly

• Make personal and/or corporate contributions to the Foundation and encourage SAME members and non-members to do so
Frequently Asked Questions

1. How will the Foundation funds be spent?
2. Who can donate to the Foundation?
3. How are funds invested and managed?
4. Can restrictions be imposed on the way the money is spent?
5. What is the difference between unrestricted, temporarily restricted and permanently restricted support?
6. Can Posts transfer funds to the Foundation?
7. Can Posts draw funds for operational purposes?
8. Will Posts be charged a management fee?
9. After requested, how long will it take for a Post to receive funds placed with the Foundation?
Frequently Asked Questions

1. How will the Foundation funds be spent?
   Underwriting and supporting SAME to include, but not limited to the following:
   • The Leader Development Program focused on tomorrow’s engineering leaders
   • SAME Engineering and Construction Camps
   • Science Technology Engineering Math (STEM) - related activities
   • Member professional development and career advancement
   • Scholarships to students pursuing STEM-related degrees

2. Who can donate to the Foundation?
   • Any SAME member, non-member, individual, firm or organization (public or private, for-profit or not-for-profit)
   • This is YOUR Foundation!
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Frequently Asked Questions

3. How are funds invested and managed?
   • All Foundation assets are invested per the provisions of the Foundation Investment Policy (available for review upon request) and monitored by the Foundation Investment Management Committee stipulating a long term investment horizon
   • Returns are compared to industry benchmarks to assess whether the fund is performing to expectations
   • Investment Management Committee reviews performance quarterly and reports results to the Foundation Board
   • A foundation-specialized investment management advisor is retained and the advisor’s performance is reviewed annually
   • Fund size allows investment manager/brokerage fee (currently 0.6%) which is below industry average and expected to decrease as Fund corpus grows
Frequently Asked Questions

4. Can restrictions be imposed on the way the money is spent?
   • When money is contributed to the Foundation, the donor can limit the spending of the amount to a specific use or time criteria.

5. What is the difference between unrestricted, temporarily restricted and permanently restricted support?
   • First, the Foundation welcomes all forms of support.
   • **Unrestricted support** includes all contributions to the Foundation that can be invested and disbursed by the Foundation, within Foundation policy parameters.
5. What is the difference between unrestricted, temporarily restricted and permanently restricted support? (continued)

- **Temporarily restricted** includes all contributions to the Foundation that can be expended but must be expended for a specific purpose (time or use)

- **Permanently restricted** support includes all contributions whose principal cannot be expended by the Foundation. The donors request that only investment earnings be expended and that the original donation corpus amount be retained permanently
Frequently Asked Questions

6. Can Posts transfer funds to the Foundation?

- Yes, a Post can place its Scholarship funds with the Foundation as custodian
- Posts are able to leverage national investment management expertise
- Post funds placed with the Foundation as custodian are governed by the Post Funds Policy regarding fund spending and distribution which is available to any Post that wants to review it
- Post funds placed with the Foundation as custodian remain the property of the Post. The Post receives earnings – interest/dividends (or incurs losses) on its pro-rata share of funds placed with the Foundation. When amounts requested are forwarded to the Post, it is able to disperse them in order that the Post gets recognition and acclaim for the scholarship awards made by the Post
Frequently Asked Questions

7. Can Posts draw funds for operational purposes?
   • Funds required for Post annual operations should not be invested with the Foundation

8. Will Posts be charged a management fee?
   • A modest management fee will be assessed Posts placing funds with the Foundation. It includes the investment advisor/brokerage fee (currently 0.6% as noted on Slide 10) and headquarters administration fee (currently 0.1%) for a total of 0.7%, which will be deducted from the Post’s investment earnings
   • The Foundation exists to support the overall strategic goals of the Society, which includes supporting the Posts
   • Suggested minimum investment thresholds: Small Post: $20K, Medium Post: $30K, Large Post: $50K
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9. After requested, how long will it take for a Post to receive funds placed with the Foundation?
   • Funds will be returned to a Post within thirty (30) days of receipt of a written request.
Other questions – [http://www.same.org/foundation](http://www.same.org/foundation) 
or
William Hoffman, SAME Director of Finance and Administration
(703) 549-3800 ext. 132 whoffman[@same.org](mailto:whoffman@same.org)
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